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Context

Hindley Milner refers to the ML type system which is at the basis of modern
languages with type inference such as Haskell or OCaml. Type inference for ML
is based on first-order unification, which can be performed in arbitrary order,
with the addition of prenex polymorphism introduced by let-bindings which
impose a synchronization between typechecking (the polymorphic part) of the
bound expression and typechecking its body.

However, several extensions of ML that have been proposed departs from
Hindley-Milner and rely on the propagation of type information that is present
in the source during the type inference process, or even on types of previously
inferred phrases:

• First-class polymorphism relies on the type generalization mechanism to
tell whether polytypes are known, independent of the typing context and
can be instantiated—or just being inferred, still in the typing context, and
cannot be instantiated yet (Garrigue and Rémy, 1999).

Type annotations can be used to turn an inferred, frozen polytype into a
known, instantiable polytype.

Types annotations need not be written exactly at the node that really
needs them: placed above, they will be automatically passed to subexpres-
sions as their expected type during the generation of typing constraints.

• In OCaml, optional labeled arguments also use source type annotations
(and previously inferred types) to help detect missing optional arguments.
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• Overloading of records labels, which has been recently introduced, uses
contextual type information for disambiguation.

• GADTs introduces type equalities, treated as type abbreviations, with
limited scope, which are a source of ambiguity, since equivalent forms
within the scope of an equality may become incompatible when exiting its
scope (Garrigue and Rémy, 2013).

Type annotations are again used to resolve such ambiguities.

Each of these extensions has been defined independently, more or less precisely,
sometimes formally studied, but in separate works; they have also been imple-
mented in the OCaml type-checker, which is not yet using a modern constraint-
based approach (Pottier, 2014).

Internship description

Motivated by the plan to redesign the implementation of the OCaml type-
checker, the goal of this internship is to revisit propagation of type information
in the context of Hindley Milner, so as to give it a proper formal status and
provide a reference constraint-based implementation (Pottier and Rémy, 2005;
Pottier, 2014).

The solution should cover all scenarios described above (even though all
underlying features need not be present), with as much control as possible to
the way type information can be propagated.

Other forms of type propagation could also be considered. For example,
the Haskell language now uses bidirectional type checking that is limited but
in ad-hoc ways so that only source program annotations are being used and,
more recently, so that propagation does not depend on the order of arguments
in multi-argument applications. This later extension actually uses a local form
of shape inference, proposed earlier (Pottier and Régis-Gianas, 2006).

The propagation of existing type annotations may also be used to propagate
previously inferred types such as the types of imported modules or types of
previous toplevel phrases. Interestingly, such a mechanism may perhaps also
allow a simpler treatment of first-class polymorphism.
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